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of his wife's friends from church discusses 
the size of a friend's daughter's uterine 
fibroids, with great relish, over 'lumpy ten
dons' of goat. Evaristo writes so well about 
all the different ways of being a family. The 
cruel, coercive, lesbian relationship in Girl, 
Woman, Other terrifies me to this day. Her 
first novel, Lara, treats seven generations 
of her personal history in verse, with verve 
and depth. She gives us a mother tortured 
by the thought of her teenagers, out on 
the town, who 'worries herself to saint
hood most nights, fearing the briars/of our 
city's urban jungle, missing persons/Bill 
Sikes'. She captures the invincible-seem
ing father's anguish following his mother's 
death: 'I am a strong man but pain is a war
rior too./ The pit I build for grief this time 
will be infinite.' 

Manifesto's subtitle is 'On Never Giv
ing Up'. A better advert for this maxim you 
could not find. 

The telling moment 
Laura Freeman 

Face Time: A History of the 
Photographic Portrait 
by Phillip Prodger 
Thames & Hudson, £30, pp. 255 

A Tatter photographer once told me that 
the secret to taking a good photo was the 
three Ts: tum, tits, teeth. Suck it in , push 
'em out, show your pearly whites. Leaving 
aside David LaChapelle's portrait of Pame
la Anderson, there's a shortage of Ts in 
Phillip Prodger's Face Time. This looks like 
a coffee-table book but doesn't bark like 
a coffee-table book. On first flick through, 
I found the pictures desultory, even 
depressing. I was expecting more of a Conde 
Nast vibe. Glossy and glossier. On second 
approach, taking text and pictures together, 
it became a more interesting beast. 

Prodger is a former head of pho
tography at the National Portrait Gal
lery and the founding Curator of  
Photography at  the Peabody Essex Muse
um in Salem, Massachusetts. He has 
thought deeply about photography and 
portraiture in all its masks and guises. 
This isn't the usual greatest hits album, 
a book to idle through one afternoon 
between Christmas and New Year. There 
are no photographs by His Royal Air
brushness Mario Testino. Where the big 
names do appear, it is often in uncharac
teristic costume. Cecil Beaton is repre
sented not by Audrey Hepburn, but by 
a charlady. In a series of three photographs, 
'From Charwoman to Dowager', taken in 
the 1930s, Beaton reveals the retoucher's 
art. A dumpy subject is transformed into 
a slender duchess. The middle photo is 
annotated with Beaton's commands from 

From the series Manga Dreams, 2009, by Anderson & Low 

the dark room: 'lighten hair', 'make face 
symmetric & young' and so on. 

Prodger points to a paradox: most cam
eras are set to take a photograph in 1160th 
of a second. 'Considering there are 86,400 
seconds in a day, and 27,000 days in the 
average lifespan, this means a single pho
tograph might capture just 1/140 billionth 
of a person's time on Earth.' A photogra
pher's aim is 'to condense all that is worth 
knowing about a person - aspirations and 
fears, talents and shortcomings, humour and 
affect - into one such microscopic slice of 
their existence'. Anyone who has ever had 
to choose a photograph for a dating web
site, a corporate headshot or a byline pie 
will know the difficulty. 

Prodger's selection is surprising and 
playful and the essays which begin each 
section are eye-opening. He gives us Hiro
shi Sugimoto's portrait of the Queen (real
ly her waxwork at Madame Tussauds) and 
a picture from Anderson & Low's 'Manga 
Dreams' sequence in which subjects 
are styled like Japanese manga warri
ors, princesses and villains. We see Mark 
Zuckerberg's YR avatar and pretty (and 

pretty eerie) synthetic faces created by Al. 
The Iranian artist Newsha Tavako

lian responds to the regime's prohibition 
of female singers performing alone or on 
stage with a series of sitters singing only 
for the camera. Mahsa Vahdat's eyes are 
closed; all the life is in her lips. The pho
tographer Taryn Simon creates a Frank
enstein's monster from bits of despots and 
dictators: the lower eyelid bags of the Leb
anese cleric Mohammed Hussein Fadlal
lah, the legs of Bashar al-Assad. 

More cheerfully, Dolly Parton is here 
represented by her attempt at the 'Meme 
Challenge', in which celebrities and online 
mortals picked selfies that best represent
ed their Linkedln (professional), Facebook 
(friendly), Tinder (flirty) and Instagram 
(phoney) selves. I liked John Baldessari's 
photograph 'Numbered Legs' , a frieze-like 
portrait of editors on the catwalk front row, 
their faces blanked out but their immacu
late shins and shoes on show. 

The Tatter photographer had one 
other piece of advice. For a sunny smile, 
don't say 'cheese', say 'shit'. Say it quietly, 
but it works. 
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